Bank Street one-way? No way, opponents say

Residents, business owners object to plan aimed at creating parking spaces

By JACK FICHTER
Cape May Star and Wave

CAPE MAY — A move by City Council to make Bank Street one-way would increase traffic on a portion of the road, leading to a cold reception from business owners and residents.

There was about 90 minutes of public comment on the topic at a Feb. 19 City Council meeting with a cold reception from businesses along Bank Street and losing a street favored by bicyclists for its safety.

Steven Miller, owner of restaurants at 410 and 412 Bank St., said he did not understand how eliminating half the width of the street would increase traffic.

He said parking was available on a portion of the road, along with creating 20 parking spaces on a portion of the road, toward the center of town, but could resurface at a future date.

Steven Miller, owner of restaurants at 410 and 412 Bank St., said he did not understand how eliminating half the width of the street would increase traffic.

Ronald Diubaldi said the city could acquire that piece of land and replace it with a fire station.

City Councilman Joe DeSalvio expressed concern about the current fire station.
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